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So what happens when a young thug decides to clean up his image in search of the perfect

woman? Troy Portland, 22 years old, has an extreme appetite for the opposite sex. Although he is

quite the ladies man, lately he finds himself wanting more. Still feeling like he needs to sow his wild

oats and let commitment be the last thing on his mind, Troy tries to keep himself busy. One night of

fantasies with the woman of his dreams may just be the thing to make him a one woman man. Will it

be enough? Or will the streets and the other women be too much for him to resist?
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This book was something interesting. I didn't expect this book to be about what it was due to the

title, but I will admit that I enjoyed it. That Troy was something else. That man had no problem

spreading the love. Being a "Panty Pleaser" can't lead to things you may or may not be prepared

for. Trina had a moment where she was battling her feelings, but soon realized who it was that she

wanted and couldn't ruin her friendship with her best friend. He also knew that although lines were

crossed it would never happen again. Claudia was a trip. That woman could be so evil, but had that



one person who could control her moods. Nancy was a good woman that fell into temptation. That

temptation could have led to more if she wasn't in a relationship. Meagan tried something one time

and I believe she soon realized that she was missing something this whole time. Nee Nee is a good

girl that has the potential to go far. She is still young and has a lot of life to experience. Christine

went about things differently then all the other women when it comes to dealing with men. Now all of

these women will end up with one thing in common. I wonder how that will play out when it's

revealed. Mr. Portland was a very kind man. He had no problem speaking his mind. It was sad what

happened. Ray was something else. He loved Trina and proved he would do anything to keep the

woman he loves. Mr. Benjamin was a cold hearted man. He did his dirt, but took things to far and

didn't have an ounce of remorse for it. Lonny allowed greed to take over. I would have never

guessed he would do what he did, but when money is involved a person will turn on anyone.

I thought this was going to be a different type of book but boy was I wrong!!! This book shows how

this book shows how thinking with the wrong head can get you in a world of trouble I just can't

believe how all these women slept with Troy I mean I know he was fine but was the D that good...

his father list of Portland tried to warn him about having all those women but of course typical young

man didn't want to listen now he's got all these baby mamas and all this drama is about to unfold

can't wait for part 2 to see how he handles all the drama....

Wow Troy had a lot of energy being the playa that he was. Running in u protected with all of these

women. Viagra is is best friend and that's not gonna work too much longer. I wonder what's gonna

make him slow down and commit to one woman. The way his life is going, he needs to figure it out

sooner than later. Smh thanks for the read

Troy was doing too much. The book was OK. I did not like how the I was reading about Nancy and

then the next paragraph would be about Trina. I need something to let me know we are switching it

up. A divider or something. If there is another book I think it'll be much more interesting.

I liked this book but while I was reading it I didn't know what to think. The title don't fit to me because

Troy was not a thug but a lover. It read like a porn movie with a plot LOL...it was good but very

different and interesting...WOW all to all the women!!!

This book was toooo interesting.. From the tiyle I was thinking it was gonna be about a young guy



chasing a girl doing all he can to get her and they eventually fall in love.... But I was way way off..

Troy was a little sex addict.. He went around sticking his private into everything.. He literally had sex

with all the women mentioned in the book ðŸ˜ðŸ˜ from the beginning I knew Nancy was going to

have sex with him.. She got what she wanted.. I feel like she had the most chemistry with him out of

all the other women... I liked how we found out that Mr. Benjamim was Claudia's husband toward

the end, it made the story more interesting.. Claudia old fiesty behind was sexing Troy up all over

the hotel using her authority.. I found it funny.. I was happy to read Trina and Ray got it together.. I

had high hopes for them.. Ishh about to get real in part two though.. The panty pleaser about to be

entertaing the thought of having 6 damn kids.. Not one time did i read Troy used a condom like did

he forget women can get pregnant.. He gonna have the shock of his life when he find out about all

the babies he about to have.. Mannn Denise probably pregnant too.. The part with Christine

pretending to be the rating officer was too funny.. She was backed up for 6 years and needed to get

off and what better way to do it then that.. It was sad what happened to Mr. Portland.. I felt bad for

Troy when his father passed.. Would you go against your friend for 2 million dollars because Lonny

sure would.. The panty pleaser gonna need a lot of help in the next installment.. Ahh can't wait

Oh am G Troy is the man hands-down I loved it the women in this book was off the chain lawyer

once Troy got a hold of them say my damn name I mean awesome from the mÃ©nage to the

bosses wife ..Troy was indeed the panty pleaser,,,,, the confidence in this man was out of this world

he made love to these women not only to their bodies but their minds everybody got a little stuff but

we sure got to say Troy was the damn man sexy fione straight up swag I love him myself I need a

piece of him..... The flow of this book was nonstop straight fast-paced sexy and humorous...... Nee

Nee the youngest one of his quest I believe should be the wife but then again Lord he got so many

babies coming I don't know somebody got to do something because he got him Aharmen already..

He needs to be a Muslim so we can have all his wives because this was definitely entertaining and

exciting sexy action-packed and filled me with lustful thoughts..The sad part was the death of Mr

Poland .... y FAVORITE part was Trina and Ray getting it in I was on the floor ..Troy was so

confident he even helped Ray perform better .......OUT FREAKING STANDING GREAT job
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